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HANWHA Q CELLS −
german QUALITY MEETS KOREAN
FINANCIAL STRENGTH

Photovoltaics is more than just another product for Hanwha
Q CELLS, it’s the key technology for a reliable, efficient, and
sustainable supply of energy – today and for future generations.
Since founding the Q CELLS brand in 1999, the company has
become the innovation leader in the PV industry, while offering
technically sophisticated premium products and system solutions
at the best price-performance ratio. “German Engineering by
Q CELLS” is synonymous with quality worldwide.
THINK GLOBAL. ACT LOCAL.
Hanwha Q CELLS is a vertically integrated photovoltaics corporation with a wideranging product portfolio – from solar cells
and modules, through complete systems
for private, industrial and commercial
rooftop installations, and on up to turnkey solar power plants. We develop and
test our products at our headquarters in
Germany until they are ready for serial
production at our manufacturing sites in
Germany and Malaysia. Our global distribution network then markets our products
worldwide.

AN ALLIANCE OF
HIGH-TECH & FINANCE
Since October 2012, Hanwha Q CELLS
has been a part of the Hanwha Group.
Hanwha Group, founded in 1952, is one
of the Top-Ten business enterprises in
South Korea with 51 domestic affiliates
and 113 global networks in three major
sectors: manufacturing and construction,
finance, and services and leisure. Thanks
to this strong and long-term partnership,
Hanwha Q CELLS is well-positioned for
the future in terms of both technological
and financial resources.

“Let’s shape the solar age together, using
Hanwha Q CELLS’ unique mix of technology
and quality leadership with financial strength
and stability”.
CHARLES KIM,
CEO HANWHA Q CELLS

hanwha-group

top-10corporation

in south korea

established
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1952

the Q makes the difference
Hanwha Q CELLS is one of the world’s
largest manufacturers of solar cells, solar
modules, and photovoltaic systems.
We took the technology leadership of
Q CELLS and combined it with the
financial strength and global reach of
the Hanwha Group. Hanwha Q CELLS
is the only premium provider of solar
cells, modules, and systems that can
offer you both the highest quality and
financial stability around in the world.
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THE HANWHA GROUP AND Q CELLS –
A POWERFUL PARTNERSHIP

At Hanwha Q CELLS, we have a clear objective: to continue to
increase our lead in innovations and quality over the long term.
As part of the Hanwha Group, this mission is supported by a solid
financial foundation. Besides being one of the strongest PV brands
in the world, Hanwha Q CELLS also offers the greatest possible
security for your investment in solar energy.
STRONG AND FLEXIBLE
PRODUCTION
Thanks to its vertically integrated valueadded chain, Hanwha Q CELLS serves all
areas of the photovoltaics sector, making
us one of the most successful companies
in the solar industry. As part of the Hanwha
Group, we enjoy an extensive distribution
network and access to markets worldwide.
The strength of this partnership is also
clearly reflected in the demand for our
quality products, which has allowed us to
boost our production capacity. We have
increased the utilization of our existing
production capacity at our international
sites and raised capacity at our facility in

Silicon

Wafers

Cells

Malaysia from 800 to over 900 MW, giving
us a current combined annual capacity
of 1.1 GW. This gives us the flexibility to
respond quickly to the needs of our customers and the ability to realize projects of
all sizes. 2014 will see another increase
in capacity at our Malaysian site to 1.1
GW, thereby bringing our total combined
capacity to 1.3 GW.

Module

System

Hanwha Q CELLS serves all sectors of photovoltaics with its value-added chain
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Monitoring

1.3 GW
PRODUCTION CAPACITY

€ 900 million
In investment

assets

O&M

Financing

Great Britain
London

Germany
Berlin
Germany Thalheim

USA
San Francisco,
Irvine

Canada
Ontario

France
Aix-en-Provence

Korea
Seoul
Turkey
Istanbul

Japan
Tokyo

Malaysia
Selangor

Company headquarters
Subsidiaries
Australia
Sydney
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HANWHA Q CELLS –
SUCCESS THROUGH RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT

The success of the photovoltaics of tomorrow lies in the
research and developments of today. That’s why from the start,
Hanwha Q CELLS has been investing heavily in applicationoriented research and development capabilities, while cooperating
on multiple levels with internationally renowned institutions.
This enables us to drive innovation in technology, processes,
and products as well as secure future opportunities and provide
customized products to ensure your success.
200 SCIENTISTS WORKING
ON THE IDEAS OF TOMORROW

Q CELLS PRODUCTS SET
INDUSTRY STANDARDS

In Germany, Hanwha Q CELLS operates
its own research institute and one of the
largest technology centers in the sector.
More than 200 scientists and engineers
research, develop, and conduct tests in
our test laboratories and one of the largest
module test centers in the world. Using 16
climate-controlled chambers and the most
modern testing equipment, we can easily
ensure that the highest quality standards
are met or exceeded.

Hanwha Q CELLS is recognized as a
pioneer throughout the industry for its
groundbreaking developments in solar
cell and module technologies. Since our
inception, we have repeatedly set new
standards for quality, performance, and
aesthetics. Multiple technological innovations and current industry standards
in the photovoltaics industry were developed or set at Hanwha Q CELLS: Our
engineers developed the 6-inch solar cell,
the 3-busbar layout, and the full-square
monocrystalline solar cell, to name a few.
It’s no coincidence that Q CELLS modules have set numerous world records
for efficiency. That’s why we never back
down from a comparison with other manufacturers. Hanwha Q CELLS is the
best manufacturer of polycrystalline solar
modules in international competition. A
one-year, outdoor test confirmed it: In
real-world settings, our Q.PRO modules delivered higher yields than those
forecast by PVSyst simulation software.
These were the results of module yield
measurements conducted by the prestigious industry journal PHOTON in 2013.

200
SCIENTISTS

19.5 %
EFFICIENCY RATE

POLYCRYSTALLINE

CELLS

best
POLYCRYSTALLINE

module

2013

photon yield tests
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the Q makes the difference
We continue to develop and refine our
products in order to offer you the best
quality. The 19.5% efficiency rate of our
Q.ANTUM cell technology may be the
best in the world, but we are constantly
working to further improve the efficiency
of our solar cells and manufacturing
processes. That’s why we are proud
to be the technology leader in the solar
industry.
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Q CELLS PRODUCTS
GUARANTEE QUALITY

From concept to reality: To make sure our innovations in research
and development can achieve their full potential in serial production, we rely on fully-automated manufacturing. This guarantees
the utmost precision, maximum efficiency, and the consistent
quality of all our products.
POWER GENERATION COSTS
DOWN. YIELDS UP.
We never stop improving our products.
Our goal is to reduce the cost of generating electricity (or LCOE, levelized cost
of electricity), i.e. all costs incurred for
the conversion of sunlight into electricity over the entire lifespan of a system.
Our premium products are more than
just the sum of outstanding technical
specifications on datasheets, they offer
low costs per watt and the highest yields
under real-life conditions – thereby en-
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suring the best possible conditions for
your projects. Our latest G3 modules
still achieve 98% of their original efficiency under low-light conditions of
200 W/m2 – typically morning and evening light – and have one of the best
temperature coefficients on the market.
Q CELLS products ensure the profitability of your projects with their extremely
low electricity generation costs. There’s
no better choice!
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the Q makes the difference
At Hanwha Q CELLS, you get more for your
money because our modules offer measurably higher yields and the best quality.
• Hot Spot Protect (HSP): Protection
against module fire and performance loss.
• Anti PID: Prevents potential induced
degradation (PID).
• Traceable Quality (Tra.Q TM): Absolute
traceability of cells and protection against
counterfeiting.
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Q CELLS PRODUCTS
PROVIDE MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY
AND RELIABLE YIELDS

QUALITY TESTED
IEC test criteria do not measure up to our
standards. Together with the VDE (Association of Electrical, Electronic and Information Technologies), we have developed the
toughest quality assurance program in the
industry – Quality Tested. Hanwha Q CELLS
guarantees the quality of its solar modules –
signed, sealed, and delivered. You can rely
on our 12-year product warranty as well as
our 25-year, linear performance warranty.

YIELD SECURITY

Aluminiumbackside
contact

Silicon

Distribution [%]

Standard Polycrystalline solar cells

Q CELLS yield security includes Hot Spot
Protect (HSP) for improved fire safety,
protection against potential induced degradation (PID) for long-term and high
yields, and the laser-engraved Tra.QTM
identification mark to prevent counterfeiting, for example.

Standard
polycrystalline
solar cell
(Q6LPT3-G3)

Aluminiumbackside
contact

Power
Reflector
Silicon

Q CELLS Q.ANTUM solar cell technology

Q.ANTUM
solar cell technology

Cell efficiency [%]

Q.ANTUM cell technology ensures that our polycrystalline solar cells achieve high power ratings up to 280
Wp. The dielectric backside structure reflects light rays that have passed through the cells unused. This
allows light energy that would otherwise be lost to be converted into electricity.

MOD:27898

photon.info/laboratory

Quality Tested
 high reliability
 low degradation
 frequent

product surveillance

ID. 40032587
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Best polycrystalline
solar module 2013
Q.PRO-G2 235
151 modules tested
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CELLS, MODULES, SYSTEMS, AND SERVICES –
THE HANWHA Q CELLS PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

Our market-oriented product portfolio puts us in the perfect
position to serve all relevant market segments and target groups:
whether PV systems for single family homes, flat roof PV systems
for commercial and industrial facilities, or solar power plants for
investors.

CELLS

MODULES

SYSTEMS & RESIDENTIAL KITS

Lower embedding losses, increased
long-term stability, superior aesthetics:
The latest high performance generation
of monocrystalline solar cells is specifically designed to provide long-lasting
peak performance. Engineered in Germany: Our world record-holding Q.ANTUM
technology ensures that our polycrystalline solar cells are not only the best in
class when it comes to performance, but
that they also provide reliable yields.

Our new G3 solar modules have raised
the bar in the solar industry. With leading
technology, outstanding performance,
and an optimized design, the G3 modules are clear winners. Hanwha Q CELLS
is the only manufacturer of solar modules that successfully participates in the
Quality Tested Program of the VDE, an
independent certification institute based
in Germany. The VDE Quality Tested program goes far beyond the requirements
of the initial registration tests. Moreover,
its regular quarterly testing guarantees
consistent quality and product safety at
all times.

Thanks to their high yields and excellent
reliability, Q CELLS modules are the basis of our success in the systems sector:
Investors and solar farm operators around
the world rely on Q CELLS modules and
turnkey systems. Of course, what they
rely on, our private and commercial customers can enjoy too – quality! Hanwha
Q CELLS offers optimized photovoltaic
kits for residential rooftop systems. In
selected markets, such as Germany and
Japan, private customers can take advantage of our complete kit systems for
residential rooftops.

SERVICES

marketing-SERVICES

Working together for your success: We
support our distributors and wholesale
partners as well as offer them exclusive
services. Because at Hanwha Q CELLS,
‘think global, act local’ is not just a slogan, it’s a way of life. Our sales offices
are just around the corner, and they understand your local needs and challenges.

Besides supporting you in your individual
marketing services, the Hanwha Q CELLS
marketing team offers training programs
for your staff and installers at our training center. The experienced technicians
in our customer service department can
answer any technical questions about our
products.
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HANWHA Q CELLS –
THE ONE-STOP SHOP FOR YOUR
SOLAR POWER PLANT

We understand our customers’ needs and act accordingly:
“One-stop shopping” allows us to offer you planning,
implementation, and services from a single source, thereby
making the realization of your projects as easy as possible.
EPC PROJECT MANAGEMENT:
Q CELLS SOLAR FARMS
When constructing a solar farm, there’s only
one partner you need: Hanwha Q CELLS.
We carry out all development and project
work – from design, through grid connection, and on up to the maintenance and
service of completed solar power plants.
Upon request and as general contractor
(EPC contractor), we can take over all important phases of project management.

You benefit from our extensive expertise
and the financial stability of the Hanwha
Group. Leverage the advantages of Hanwha Q CELLS to secure your reliable and
sustainable investment.

700 MW
TRACK RECORD

Project
development

Project
realization

Project
operations

Cost-benefit analysis,
site assessment,
planning and review of
all regulatory permits

Selection of high-quality components;
design, optimization and detailed
planning; construction phase and
execution; financing; turnkey handover
of system

Asset management;
operations & maintenance;
continuous monitoring and
reporting of system
performance

Everything under one roof: The secret to fast, easy, and efficient realization of your solar power plant
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zeithain, germany
output: 12 MWp

the Q makes the
difference
At Hanwha Q CELLS, you get
more than just components,
you get everything under one
roof: project development,
project implementation,
and three different levels of
project services customized
to your needs. That’s what we
call one-stop shopping!
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HANWHA Q CELLS –
MODULAR SYSTEMS FOR MAXIMIZING YIELDS
WHILE MINIMIZING ENERGY COSTS

Hanwha Q CELLS has years of experience in the realization of
complex, large-scale projects around the world. The modular
Q.MEGA solar farm design, with predefined standard blocks, guarantees rapid construction, high cost efficiency, and lasting quality. We provide individual systems for commercial and industrial
flat roofs that are fast , easy and safe to install and deliver high
level power density.
OPERATIONS AND
MAINTENANCE:
SERVICES FOR YIELD SECURITY
O&M are core services at Hanwha
Q CELLS. Since 2007, we have installed
solar power plants with a total combined
capacity of over 700 MW. In this sector, we provide three customized levels
of professional and 360° service: basic,
advanced, and premium.

Commercial and Industrial
Your commercial and industrial rooftops
harbor enormous yield potential. Don’t let
it go to waste! Use a photovoltaic system
and the power of the sun to generate clean
energy that you can use directly in your
operations, thereby reducing ever-rising
energy and operating costs on a long-term
basis. Generating and using your own electricity saves on the cost of electricity by
locking in more stable and cheaper electricity prices. One alternative to your own PV
system is to lease your roof space, giving
your roof the chance to generate extra revenue while contributing to protecting the
environment.

customized

flat roof
systems

the best
components for the

highest
profits
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rooftop installation
davos, switzerland
output: 450 KWp

rooftop installation
Birkerød, Denmark
output: 345 KWP

the Q makes
the difference
in
of

Rooftop systems from Q CELLS
can make a striking difference
in your electricity costs as
well as free you from the grip
of big power companies and
the rising price of electricity.
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HANWHA Q CELLS –
RESIDENTIAL SOLAR SYSTEMS
FOR PRIVATE POWER GENERATION

In the face of rising electricity prices, there’s no better time to
switch to your own private source of electricity. With Hanwha
Q CELLS, homeowners can take a big bite out of their electric
bills by generating their own power.
FREE YOURSELF FROM THE
STEADY RISE IN ELECTRICITY
COSTS WITH HANWHA Q CELLS
With your own solar system, you can generate your own clean energy, protect the
environment, conserve resources, secure
your and your children’s future, and never worry again about the rising price of
electricity. So why wait? The demand for
energy in industrialized countries such as
Germany is rising steadily, and with it the
price of electricity. Using your own roof to
generate electricity is the obvious choice.
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Photovoltaics continues to provide power
on cloudy days. Solar radiation throughout
Germany is more than sufficient to operate
a photovoltaic system for private electricity generation – in fact, the conditions are
perfect. Private customers not only save
money because the power they produce
is cheaper than that provided by grid operators; thanks to attractive feed-in tariffs,
they can even earn money on surplus
electricity they feed into the public grid.
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the q makes the difference
Clever customers know that it makes sense to
use their “own” electricity to power energy
hogs such as washers, dryers, or dishwashers. And if there’s more solar power
produced than needed, they can simply sell
it to their energy provider for a good price.
One’s own photovoltaic system means more
than just independence for private individuals; it really pays off – for the environment,
for their family, and for reducing their
electricity bill.

hanwha q cells corporate brochure
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... still have questions?
You can find more information at: www.q-cells.com
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contact
Hanwha Q CELLS GmbH
OT Thalheim
Sonnenallee 17 – 21
06766 Bitterfeld-Wolfen
Germany

TEL +49 (0)3494 66 99 - 0
FAX +49 (0)3494 66 99 - 199

EMAIL q-cells@q-cells.com
WEB		 www.q-cells.com
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